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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Paul Bennett 
Deakin University, Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 29-Apr-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Feasibility studies are important prior to undertaking intradialytic 
exercise studies which are costly and resource consuming. I 
applaud the authors for developing this manuscript. Some 
comments below may assist in improving the manuscript further.  
 
Introduction  
It is stated that performance of daily tasks is more dependent on 
musculoskeletal fitness than aerobic capacity. Can the authors then 
explain why they chose an aerobic exercise (cycling) as part of their 
intervention rather than simply a resistance-only intervention? Will 
the cycling be used in the future larger study?  
The statement is made “whether resistance training confers specific 
benefits relevant to aspects of QoL in people with ESRD is not 
known.” Possibly should refer recent study that have shown 
promising effects of resistance exercise on QoL (Anding, et al. 
(2015). BMJ open, 5(8))  
 
Methods  
Authors should be applauded for the use of the attention control 
group.  
What were the author’s reasons for pre and post exercise glucose 
levels. I have never seen this as an issue in intradialytic exercise 
particularly when dialysate glucose is used. Do they use glucose in 
dialysate as a rule?  
This study is all about feasibility yet there is very little on the exact 
role of the kinesiologists and the exact roles of the nurses/dialysis 
patient carers. For example how much were the nurses expected to 
help the patients with the exercises. How many hours did the 
kinesiologists attend to the patients? What assessments were done 
by the kinesiologists? Did the nurses just get the get the equipment 
or do more for the patients? These expectations need to be detailed 
given the mixed qualitative responses from the dialysis staff.  
 
Results  
How long did it take patients to complete all questionnaires? This 
may be relevant given the aim of detecting QoL changes and that 
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these are often difficult and time-consuming.  
In participant flow (page 13, line 40) one participant did not take part 
in interview because of language barrier. How did this participant 
complete the QoL and other instruments given that these 
instruments often contain questions that require a good grasp of 
English.  
Can you comment on the observation that 76% of your study was 
male which does not reflect the current Canadian dialysis patient 
gender distribution?  
 
Discussion  
Page 20, line 50. Obtaining the leg weights exercise equipment from 
unit staff, which has clear implications for patient adherence. This 
can be overcome by using resistance bands that can be kept in 
patient’s basket/lockers as shown in a recent paper (Bennett et al 
(2015). Effects of an intradialytic resistance training programme on 
physical function: a prospective stepped-wedge randomized 
controlled trial. Nephrology Dialysis Transplantation). This may be 
worth commenting on in the discussion.  
Can the authors comment on the size of the study required to power 
a future study in order for QoL or SPPB outcomes to be found? This 
is often one of the outcomes of a pilot study.  
 
Minor comments  
In abstract IDE full term should be used before abbreviating  
Page 12 line 25 typo rang should be range  
Page 19 line 19 Trails should be trials 

 

REVIEWER Sharlene Greenwood 
King's college Hospital  
London  
United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 09-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is an interesting manuscript which captures important issues 
regarding feasibility of an exercise on dialysis study. The qualitative 
aspect of this manuscript repeats previously reported information 
from your CJASN publication and therefore does not add anything 
further to this current manuscript. It increases the length of the 
manuscript considerably and takes away from key issues of 
recruitment, retention and adherence with the programme. May I 
suggest referencing key points from your previous publication, or a 
few examples around each feasibility measure, rather than including 
so much of it in this manuscript.  
 
p18, line 30/31: 'For the SPPB, the absolute difference in score and 
(95% CI) were 1.7 (0.2, 3.3) for the main effect of cycling versus no 
cycling and 1.6 (0.05, 3.2) for weights versus no weights.' This 
sentence does not make sense and needs to be revised.  
 
I was unsure why you decided to group cycling and combined 
cycling and weights together and compare them with weights and 
stretching, and vice versa, in your analysis of the secondary 
outcome measures. I know this increases numbers of participants 
for analyses but physiologically there are 4 different exercise 
programmes and combining them to look at results seems counter-
intuitive to me. This could be a very real problem in the main study if 
this is your chosen method of analysis. When looking at the raw data 
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changes in the various groups, it seems that your 2x2 factorial 
design may have produced a type II error showing no effect when in 
fact there may have been an effect if comparing each regime with 
your attention control group. Also, the stretching group 
demonstrated some comparable improvements in some outcome 
measures, when compared with the other 3 groups, and this 
deserves some discussion. Was the study intervention for cycling, 
combined cycling and weights, and weights, of sufficient duration 
and intensity to produce the anticipated improvements in these 
physical performance measures? Does the intervention need to 
change in duration or intensity, or is it the analysis that needs to 
change? Comparing 3 different interventions to a 4th intervention 
would increase the sample size significantly for a definitive study but 
at least this would allow for direct comparison of each type of 
intervention with the attention control group. It would be interesting 
for the reader to have some discussion around these points and for 
you to have considered these points in the limitations section of the 
manuscript.  
 
With some attention to the above points, and a more focussed 
description of feasibility measures, the manuscript will be of great 
interest. I hope you find the feedback constructive and I look forward 
to reading a revised version. Many thanks.  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1: Paul Bennett, Deakin University, Australia  

Feasibility studies are important prior to undertaking intradialytic exercise studies which are costly and 

resource consuming. I applaud the authors for developing this manuscript. Some comments below 

may assist in improving the manuscript further.  

Introduction  

 

It is stated that performance of daily tasks is more dependent on musculoskeletal fitness than aerobic 

capacity. Can the authors then explain why they chose an aerobic exercise (cycling) as part of their 

intervention rather than simply a resistance-only intervention? Will the cycling be used in the future 

larger study?  

 

Our hypothesis is that improvements in musculoskeletal fitness translate into clinically meaningful 

changes in measurements of quality of life. Although several systematic reviews of exercise 

interventions in people requiring hemodialysis have reported improvements in QoL scores (primarily 

with aerobic exercise), these findings have not been consistent. Therefore, to also explore the efficacy 

of aerobic exercise on QoL and to facilitate comparisons, we will include the aerobic intervention in 

the design of the main study.  

 

The statement is made “whether resistance training confers specific benefits relevant to aspects of 

QoL in people with ESRD is not known.” Possibly should refer recent study that have shown 

promising effects of resistance exercise on QoL (Anding, et al. (2015). BMJ open, 5(8))  

 

Thank you for this suggestion. We did not cite this study because it was a non-randomized trial of a 

combined (resistance and aerobic) exercise intervention and therefore the benefit of resistance only 

on QoL was not evaluated.  

 

Methods  

Authors should be applauded for the use of the attention control group.  

What were the author’s reasons for pre and post exercise glucose levels. I have never seen this as an 
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issue in intradialytic exercise particularly when dialysate glucose is used. Do they use glucose in 

dialysate as a rule?  

 

Although our center uses glucose in the dialysate, blood glucose response to exercise can vary 

considerably between diabetics and is often difficult to predict. We are not aware of any trials that 

have evaluated blood glucose response to intradialytic exercise. As there were theoretical (a priori) 

reasons that exercise might reduce insulin requirements, hypoglycemia was included as a potential 

adverse event.  

 

This study is all about feasibility yet there is very little on the exact role of the kinesiologists and the 

exact roles of the nurses/dialysis patient carers. For example how much were the nurses expected to 

help the patients with the exercises. How many hours did the kinesiologists attend to the patients? 

What assessments were done by the kinesiologists? Did the nurses just get the get the equipment or 

do more for the patients? These expectations need to be detailed given the mixed qualitative 

responses from the dialysis staff.  

 

To clarify the role of the kinesiologist and the dialysis unit staff, the following information has been 

added to the Methods section on page 7:  

“Kinesiologists assessed all tests of physical performance; a blinded assessor performed outcome 

assessments at 12 weeks.”  

“A kinesiologist instructed all participants on how to perform exercises and supervised a minimum of 

two of the participants’ thrice-weekly exercise sessions. In addition, the kinesiologist supervised the 

first three exercise sessions and the first session following progression of the exercise prescription. 

When the kinesiologist was not present, dialysis unit staff assisted patients with equipment set-up and 

completed trial documentation. Throughout the study, unit staff were also asked to help motivate 

patients by providing verbal encouragement. The kinesiologist instructed all participants on how to 

use rating of perceived exertion (RPE) with the Borg scale (6-20).[13]”  

 

Results  

How long did it take patients to complete all questionnaires? This may be relevant given the aim of 

detecting QoL changes and that these are often difficult and time-consuming.  

 

To decrease the response burden for the participants we used the relatively shorter KDQOL-SF 36 

survey. To measure self-reported physical activity we used The Human Activity Profile, which is noted 

for its ease of use. We did not estimate the amount of time participants took to complete the surveys; 

however, given the KDQOL-SF 36 survey and the Human Activity Profile typically take 15-20 minutes 

and 5-10 minutes respectively to complete, it is unlikely that this negatively influenced outcome 

measurement. The self-reported questionnaire evaluating contamination and acceptability took less 

than five minutes to complete. The low response burden for these surveys is supported by the high 

completion rate. On page 13 we state “Complete outcome data were available for 27 of the 31 

participants.”  

 

In participant flow (page 13, line 40) one participant did not take part in interview because of language 

barrier. How did this participant complete the QoL and other instruments given that these instruments 

often contain questions that require a good grasp of English.  

 

As the surveys or an interpreter in the participant’s language were not available, a family member was 

instructed on how to help the participant complete the surveys. Unfortunately, this family member was 

not available to translate for the semi-structured interview.  

 

Can you comment on the observation that 76% of your study was male which does not reflect the 

current Canadian dialysis patient gender distribution?  
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We acknowledge that the proportion of male participants is higher than the gender distribution of the 

hemodialysis population and have added this as a study limitation (Discussion section on page 21):  

“This study has several important strengths. Most studies evaluating exercise adherence in people 

with kidney disease have focused on individual determinants and not evaluated program 

factors.[40,41] In this study, progression based on RPE and individualized instruction facilitated 

acceptability among patients. As described in our qualitative study, patients perceived the 

kinesiologist’s technical support as conveying a sense of esteem and capability.[20] This interaction 

may have served to increase participation, irrespective of group assignment. Additionally, the most 

commonly mentioned benefit to IDE was that it helped pass the time, suggesting that many patients 

are interested in participating in interventions where they can use their time on HD more 

constructively. It also suggests that some of the perceived improvement in wellbeing could be 

mediated through engagement in an activity, rather than exercise. These findings underscore the 

importance of continuing to use a supervised attention control for the main study. Our study also has 

several limitations that warrant mention. Given the potential impact of the interaction with the exercise 

specialist on IDE acceptability, it will be important to ensure that the interaction time between the 

attention control group and the kinesiologist is equivalent to that of the intervention groups. Also, the 

trial study population was small and relatively homogeneous with respect to sex, age, and ethnicity, 

which may limit the generalizability of the findings.”  

 

Discussion  

Page 20, line 50. Obtaining the leg weights exercise equipment from unit staff, which has clear 

implications for patient adherence. This can be overcome by using resistance bands that can be kept 

in patient’s basket/lockers as shown in a recent paper (Bennett et al (2015). Effects of an intradialytic 

resistance training programme on physical function: a prospective stepped-wedge randomized 

controlled trial. Nephrology Dialysis Transplantation). This may be worth commenting on in the 

discussion.  

 

Thank you for this suggestion. We acknowledge that resistance bands and free weights each have 

their own advantages and disadvantages for strength training. Our resistance intervention used 

mostly free weights (ankle weights), as this is a more reliable and accurate means of tracking the 

participant’s progress. Although the bands are easier for patients to collect, for the exercise where a 

band was required in this trial (hip abduction), most patients still required assistance to position the 

band properly. In addition, in this setting, patients could not store personal items on the unit; 

consequently, all equipment was stored on the unit in one common area.  

 

Can the authors comment on the size of the study required to power a future study in order for QoL or 

SPPB outcomes to be found? This is often one of the outcomes of a pilot study.  

 

Sample size calculation was not an outcome of this study as there is data available to inform sample 

size for the primary outcome. Please see the Discussion section on page 22:  

“The primary aim of this pilot study was to evaluate feasibility and small sample sizes were used. 

Based on 80% power to detect a difference in the primary outcome of PCS score of 5 points[42] in the 

main effect of aerobic and the main effect of resistance, 32 participants per arm are required. Allowing 

for 25% dropout per arm, the main study will enroll 160 patients.”  

Minor comments  

In abstract IDE full term should be used before abbreviating  

Page 12 line 25 typo rang should be range  

Page 19 line 19 Trails should be trials  

 

Thank you. These typos have been addressed.  
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Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name  

Sharlene Greenwood, King's college Hospital, London, United Kingdom  

This is an interesting manuscript which captures important issues regarding feasibility of an exercise 

on dialysis study. The qualitative aspect of this manuscript repeats previously reported information 

from your CJASN publication and therefore does not add anything further to this current manuscript. It 

increases the length of the manuscript considerably and takes away from key issues of recruitment, 

retention and adherence with the programme. May I suggest referencing key points from your 

previous publication, or a few examples around each feasibility measure, rather than including so 

much of it in this manuscript.  

 

Thank you for this suggestion. To improve readability, the sections of the manuscript that described 

data presented in the CJASN publication (Thompson et al. A Qualitative Study to Explore Patient and 

Staff Perceptions of Intradialytic Exercise. Clin J Am Soc Nephrol 2016. PMID: 27026522) have been 

shortened or deleted.  

 

The focus of our analysis in the CJASN publication was on those aspects of IDE (beyond the exercise 

itself) that influence implementation. In contrast, the findings presented in this submission emphasize 

the technical aspects of the exercise and its delivery. We did not include any of the data from the pre-

trial interviews with dialysis unit staff in the CJASN publication. The data on staff’s understanding of 

IDE and patient recruitment (Table 3 & 4) is unique to this current submission. The findings related to 

onerous data collection and in servicing are also unique to this submission (Table 5). A description of 

the benefits of IDE from the perspective of staff and patients was also not included in the CJASN 

publication (Table 7 in this submission).  

 

p18, line 30/31: 'For the SPPB, the absolute difference in score and (95% CI) were 1.7 (0.2, 3.3) for 

the main effect of cycling versus no cycling and 1.6 (0.05, 3.2) for weights versus no weights.' This 

sentence does not make sense and needs to be revised.  

 

Thank you. To clarify the comparisons of a ‘main effects’ analysis described in the methods section 

we have added a citation that explains this analysis (page 12; Montgomery et al. Design, analysis and 

presentation of factorial randomised controlled trials. BMC Med Res Methodol. 2003) and revised the 

sentence as follows (Results section, page 12):  

“For the main effects analysis of the SPPB, the absolute difference in score and (95% CI) were 1.7 

(0.2, 3.3) for the of all those allocated to receive cycling (cycling plus both interventions) versus no 

cycling (weights plus the attention control) and 1.6 (0.05, 3.2) for the main effect of those allocated to 

receive weights versus no weights.”  

 

I was unsure why you decided to group cycling and combined cycling and weights together and 

compare them with weights and stretching, and vice versa, in your analysis of the secondary outcome 

measures. I know this increases numbers of participants for analyses but physiologically there are 4 

different exercise programmes and combining them to look at results seems counter-intuitive to me. 

This could be a very real problem in the main study if this is your chosen method of analysis.  

 

Recruitment and retention are known limitations to conducting adequately powered exercise studies 

in this population. The factorial design is one means of addressing this challenge as including all 

participants in the main effects analysis increases statistical efficiency. This design is appropriate for 

evaluating interventions with no known (statistical) interaction. To analyze the outcomes separately 

for each of the four factorial cells would fail to use the full efficiency and purpose of the factorial 

design. We have clarified this for the reader in the methods section on page 6:  

“The rationale for using a factorial design is for the efficiency of testing more than one intervention in 

the same participants. (There is no known interaction between aerobic and resistance exercise in the 
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literature i.e. the effect of aerobic exercise does not differ in the presence of resistance exercise).”  

 

When looking at the raw data changes in the various groups, it seems that your 2x2 factorial design 

may have produced a type II error showing no effect when in fact there may have been an effect if 

comparing each regime with your attention control group. Also, the stretching group demonstrated 

some comparable improvements in some outcome measures, when compared with the other 3 

groups, and this deserves some discussion. Was the study intervention for cycling, combined cycling 

and weights, and weights, of sufficient duration and intensity to produce the anticipated improvements 

in these physical performance measures? Does the intervention need to change in duration or 

intensity, or is it the analysis that needs to change? Comparing 3 different interventions to a 4th 

intervention would increase the sample size significantly for a definitive study but at least this would 

allow for direct comparison of each type of intervention with the attention control group. It would be 

interesting for the reader to have some discussion around these points and for you to have 

considered these points in the limitations section of the manuscript.  

With some attention to the above points, and a more focussed description of feasibility measures, the 

manuscript will be of great interest. I hope you find the feedback constructive and I look forward to 

reading a revised version. Many thanks.  

 

The purpose of conducting this pilot study was to examine the feasibility of the design intended to be 

used in a larger scale efficacy study. We agree that due to small sample sizes, pilot studies are 

inherently prone to type II error; consequently, the recommended practice is to not use the pilot study 

for hypothesis testing (Lancaster et al. Design and analysis of pilot studies: Recommendations for 

good practice. J Eval Clin Pract 2004). Therefore, we were cautious in the interpretation of our results 

and to clarify this point, we have added a section to the discussion (page 22):  

“The primary aim of this pilot study was to evaluate feasibility and small sample sizes were used. 

Therefore, the finding that cycling or weights did not improve QoL or other measures of physical 

performance should not be interpreted as providing evidence for no effect.”  

Although the crude mean differences in several outcomes for the control group were higher than the 

intervention groups for several outcomes, the variation around the estimates is wide and overlapping. 

The most powerful analysis of a factorial trial is the analysis of the main effects and no difference was 

found. The purpose of presenting this data in this manuscript is for inclusion in systematic reviews.  

The comment regarding a four-arm trial facilitating direct comparisons is well taken. We have added a 

section to the Discussion on page 22 to explain this limitation:  

“A four-arm parallel design would allow direct comparisons between the interventions; however, the 

sample size would need to be at least twice as large as that calculated for the main study. Given that 

recruitment and retention are barriers to performing adequately powered exercise studies in this 

population, the factorial design is one means of improving efficiency while allowing for indirect 

comparisons between aerobic and resistance training.” 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Sharlene Greenwood 
King's College Hospital, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 30-Jun-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for making the changes and also for offering some 
explanations for queries. I am happy to recommend publication of 
your manuscript and I wish you every success with this and also 
your future studies.  
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